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dLOCUST – THE POTENTIAL
OF DRONES FOR LOCUST EARLY
WARNING AND PREVENTIVE CONTROL
As part of global Desert Locust monitoring, early warning and preventive
control in Africa and Asia, locust survey teams could be equipped with
drones to locate areas of green vegetation in the desert, search the areas for
locusts, and treat them safely and effectively.
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areas have no mobile or internet

Research and development is
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underway to provide a fixed-wing

days’ drive from the national
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locust centre.

be capable of flying some 100 km
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• Fixed-wing drone to search
for green vegetation up to
100 km.
• Rotary drone to check
vegetation for locusts.
• Rotary drone to spray locust
concentrations.
• Integrated with eLocust3
rugged hand-held tablet.
• Operated by national
locust teams.
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further inspection of up to 5 km
using a rotary drone. If significant
infestations were found, then a
control drone could safely and

MORE INFORMATION
LOCUST WATCH website:
www.fao.org/ag/locusts/en/activ/DLIS/drones/index.html
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and transmitting them in real-time
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they form swarms.

